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Conserving Historic Vessels is a richly illustrated, 200 page guidance publication, produced with funding
support from the Headley Trust and the Society for Nautical Research and is an invaluable resource
for all those with an interest in maritime heritage. It is designed to explain the key principles behind
conservation, helping specialists and non specialists alike develop an understanding of their project, its
significance and the most appropriate conservation route to adopt in each circumstance. A series of case
studies throughout offers examples from which to draw and the book is further supported by an online
bibliography and regularly updated resource section with downloadable technical papers, freely available
from the National Historic Ships’ website.
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This book is the culmination of extensive research and a widespread consultation exercise carried out
amongst key groups and individuals across the sector. Conserving Historic Vessels is intended as the base
manual for vessel owners, heritage organisations and maritime associations both at home and abroad.
It sets down the principles and thought processes increasingly sought in all vessel grant applications
received by funding bodies such as the Heritage Lottery Fund and is also now used as a core text by a
number of specialist maritime training schemes across the UK.
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Copies of Conserving Historic Vessels can be obtained from the following outlets:
• National Maritime Museum – cover price of £30 plus postage and packing www.nmmshop.com
• Old Gaffers Association – 30% discount for: owners of vessels on the National Historic Ships
Registers; members of the Society for Nautical Research (SNR); and members of the Old Gaffers
Association (OGA). Discounts can be obtained on provision of your vessel name and registration ID,
your SNR or OGA membership details. www.ogashop.comuf.com/html/heritage.html
• National Historic Ships – Bulk orders only (nine copies or more) are available with a discount of 30%.
Review copies sent by request.
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